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Let's say all seven galashow artists live in the same street, in houses numbered from 1 to 7. About all of the artists we know the color of their house, their
favorite drink, their nationality, pet or favorite animal, the favorite object in their house, and what kind of act they will be performing in the galashow. All of
these properties are unique for only one artist. Use the following statements to discover more about them.

blue

Did you solve the puzzle? Send an email to 2022@nederlandsjongleerfestival.nl containing:

turquoise

(1) The color of the Norwegian's house.

teal

(2) The favorite object in the American's house.

green

(3) The favorite animal of the German.

mango & apple juice

There are two houses between the dark kaki house and the person performing with juggling balls and a cardboard box.

Indian chai

The Dutch person lives in house four.

hot chocolate

There are two houses between the capybara and Patrik the tree.

kombucha

The person drinking kombucha lives in the blue house.

coriander cumin fennel tea

The person drinking hot chocolate lives to the right of the person doing an act with acrodance and globe, with one house in between.

peppermint tea

There are two houses between the dark kaki house and the German.

speciality coffee

The person in house five juggles Norwik balls.

nationality

The person doing an act with acrodance and globe lives directly next to the turquoise house.
United States

The person doing handstands lives to the left of the teal house.

Sweden

There is one house between the yellow house and the one with a kitchen stove.

Norway

The person from the UK lives to the right of the person drinking speciality coffee, with two houses in between.

Germany

The person juggling Norwik balls lives to the right of the house containing an 8 year old bamboo plant.

Netherlands

The Swede lives to the right of the lemur.

Belgium

Patrik the tree lives in house one.

United Kingdom

There is one house between the house with a venyl record player and the person performing an act called "Look me in the eyes when I'm talking to you".

pet

There are two houses between the oker house and Pistache the brontosaurus.
rubber duck

There is one house between the house with a kitchen stove and the person with a guitar.

turtle

The person from the UK drinks peppermint tea.

capybara

The cat lives in house one.

squishy cat (stuck in the ceiling)

House six has a painting on the wall.

lemur

The person drinking coriander cumin fennel tea lives directly next to the dark kaki house.

cat

The Belgian lives directly next to the person with pink rain boots.

Pistache the brontosaurus

In the house directly left to the person drinking chocolate, a squichy cat is stuck in the ceiling.

favorite object

The house with a kitchen stove is directly next to the one with a venyl record player.

kitchen stove

The person drinking mango & apple juice lives to the left of the person drinking speciality coffee, with one house in between.

guitar

There is one house between the American and the guitar player.

8 year old bamboo plant

The turtle lives directly to the right of the teal house.

double bass

The German has a rubber duck.

venyl record player

The person in house six does not drink peppermint tea.

painting

The Dutch person lives to the left of the person that juggles clubs, with one house in between.

Patrik the tree
"Look me in the eyes when I'm
talking to you"

act

Juggling balls and a cardboard box
pink rain boots
acrodance and globe
handstands
Norwik balls
club juggling

